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The University of Denver College of Law was honored to have Professor Burns H. Weston, Professor of Law at the University of Iowa, as its guest speaker for the eighth annual Myres S. McDougal Distinguished Lecture. Professor Weston chose to address the topic of assessing the legality of nuclear weapons and warfare, and he notes it is the special obligation of lawyers, “together with our clerical friends, to point up the normative rights and wrongs of coercive nuclearism.” In his remarks, Professor Weston acknowledges that while there are no explicit treaties or treaty provisions which render nuclear weapons illegal per se, there are six “core rules” applicable to nuclear weapons which may be derived from the conventional and customary laws of war. Having identified these six core rules, he then proceeds to analyze the potential ways in which nuclear weapons might be used in terms of these rules. These ways include first defensive use, second defensive use and threat of first or second defensive use. Professor Weston concludes his remarks by stating that “almost every use to which nuclear weapons might be put, most notably the standard strategic and theater-level options which dominate United States and Soviet nuclear policy, appear to violate one or more of the laws of war that serve to make up the contemporary humanitarian law of armed conflict, in particular the principal of proportionality.”

The purpose of Professor Fix Zamudio’s survey, which is a condensed version of his masterful study in Spanish, LA PROTECCIÓN PROCESAL DE LOS DERECHOS HUMANOS (1982), is “to demonstrate the fact that within almost every country of the world with an organized government, there exists some means by which citizens may redress grievances of fundamental rights violations.” The survey is divided into two parts. The first part concerns legislative enactments, primarily constitutional provisions, and the judiciary, and examines the conceptualization and classification of domestic instruments, Anglo-American instruments, Latin American instruments, continental European instruments, and the Procurator of the socialist legal systems. The second part focuses on executive remedies and is examined primarily through the Ombudsman model, which originated in Scandinavia. Professor Fix Zamudio’s overall thesis is that national institutions are more promising than multinational institutions for the redress of fundamental
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rights violations, and he concludes that through this global survey, "we may obtain a better perspective of the most effective and expedient means for the protection and resolution of fundamental rights violations, namely the pursuit of domestic remedies rather than the more idealistic and cumbersome methods of external world pressure currently advocated." An Addendum is attached to the article to update the reader on events transpiring between authorship and publication.

**Legislative Reform of U.S. Extradition Statutes: Plugging the Terrorist's Loophole . . . William M. Hannay**

Mr. Hannay's basic contention in this article is that U.S. antiterrorist policy and U.S. antiterrorist law as set forth by current U.S. extradition procedures are unacceptably inconsistent. The reason for this inconsistency is the absence of legislation dealing with extradition procedures, which absence has resulted in a situation in which "recent U.S. court rulings have appeared to put the imprimatur of our judicial system on the violent acts of terrorists who have no respect for human life, for democratic process or for the Rule of Law." Mr. Hannay gives an overview of these cases as well as of legislation, developed in cooperation with the Departments of State and Justice, which would have transferred the standards for extradition from the judiciary had it been passed during the second session of the 97th Congress. Significant differences developed, however, between the House and Senate versions of the bill, with respect to the "political offense" exception to extradition treaty. Most of the article is spent analyzing the different approaches to defining the "political offense" exception. Mr. Hannay suggests that amendments proposed by the ABA's Section of International Law and Practice, a copy of which is appended to the article, provide a resolution of the issue. He concludes that the Senate's version "would be entirely satisfactory if it is recognized that the Senate Foreign Relations Committee has set forth the correct standard for interpreting "extraordinary circumstances" [which goes to the reasonableness of committing the political offense], if a new prohibition excluding terrorist attacks on civilians is added, and if the American Bar Association's proposed amendment is adopted. Such a statute will give courts the necessary tools with which to separate the truly downtrodden from the merely dissatisfied, to distinguish the rebel from the terrorist."

**An Overview of Comparative Environmental Law . . . A. Dan Tarlock and Pedro Tarak**

Professors Tarlock and Tarak attempt "a brief comparative analysis of the different [national] institutional responses to the various types of environmental degradation." They begin their study by categorizing environmental insults as episodic or periodic and then examining their legal consequences. From there they turn to the factors influencing environmental protection levels, which will vary from country to country, in terms of industrialization, political organization, political ideology and opportunities for public influence. Following this, they examine the costs and benefits of the two basic legal strategies to control environmental insults: private actions and public actions. In addition to judicial actions, they devote attention to public regulation by legislation, exploring how policy is formulated and how institutional and/or general arrangements are created to regulate the envi-
ronment. They conclude that all nations, despite their internal differences, should incorporate three essential features in their environmental protection policies. The first is for an arm of the central government to have an exclusive mandate, the second is that such arm have “the power to decide how pollution costs are to be allocated as between public and private entities” and the third is the integration of values promoting environmental goals must occur in the country's general policymaking processes.
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